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Starting with reflection on the essence of freedom， investigating and comparing 
extra-territorial grounds for divorce through litigation， exploring the objective laws 
of the operation of marriage and family under the present social conditions， thus 
breaking through the previous research framework limited to the general criterion " 
Nonexistence of mutual affection" or " Marital breakdown " as well as some specific 
circumstances for divorce， the thesis puts forward proposals to guide the parties to 
save the marriage， especially for the protection of the minors’ family， etc， so that 
the parties could be more prudent and calmer with full information and consideration 
besides freedom as much as possible ，and finally make the most beneficial choices 
scientifically for themselves， their families and society. 
The paper consists of four chapters，except the introduction and the conclusion． 
Chapter one， the necessity of the study of existing grounds for divorce through 
litigation in China， introducing the process of acceptance of the Free Divorce 
Doctrine and its establishment in our legislation，  and analyzing the relaxed 
legislation on grounds for divorce， the high divorce rate and social problems it 
caused， subsequently points out the necessity to enhance our research and make the 
legislation on grounds for divorce through litigation accurately reflect social 
conditions and needs.  
Chapter two， a comparative study of the legislation on grounds for divorce 
through litigation， by investigating extra-territorial legislation on grounds for divorce 
through litigation ，  and summarizing other countries and regions common 
experience， discovers the lack of our legislation by comparison， such as lack of 
special protection of minor children， lack of institutional safeguards to prevent 
frivolous divorce， no restriction on the party of fault claiming this very fault for 
divorce and no barriers to divorce. 















litigation， guiding by Marx's historical materialism， starting with reflection on the 
essence of freedom， the core value of the divorce law， demonstrates that only true 
freedom in accordance with social conditions and the objective laws should be 
protected. Then， analyzing by means of the dialectical system theory the essence of 
divorce， the base of legislation on grounds for divorce through litigation， and 
referring to the behavioral economics， the author finally points out an approach of 
"moderate liberal despotism" to the legislation on grounds for divorce through 
litigation. 
Chapter four ， proposals for improvement in legislation on grounds for divorce 
through litigation， provides further demonstration of the methods of improvement in 
our legislation and puts forward specific proposals for legislation， such as additional 
time limitation to application for divorce ， period for reflection and consideration， 
the introduction of mechanism of consultation with experts and information help ， 
restricting those who have minor children to applying for divorce only through 
litigation and with a longer period for reflection and consideration， restriction on the 
party of fault claiming this very fault for divorce， and defenses against fault 
grounds ，so that scientific guidance and regulation of divorce through litigation 
could ultimately be achieved. 
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